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ABSTRACT: Necessary and sufficient conditions for reflection symmetries tn K-potterns,

consructed in n2 Uy joining with line segments the consecutive poins generated by panial
trigonometric sums of power residues, are considered. The necessary condition for reflection
symmeuy is expressed by a polynomial congruence. It is proved that if a certain 'parity class
conjecture' is true, then for any odd exponent, a sufficient condition for reflection symmetry is
the existence of a solution of a particular linear congruence.

1. Innoduction

I-et us define a K-pattern as the chain of unit vectors in R2 obtained by joining consecutive

pomts

l1a

where

k

=I
J=0

exp[2tci(jo+js)a/n) (1.1)

k =0,1,2,...

/ = loop index

lb = initial value of loop index

s = step

q, = exponent

and n = mdulus

We call ig+js the argwnent of the unit vector expf2niQg+js)aln).
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We identify any particular instance of a K-pattern by its descriptive label, which is written

as an ordered list of parameter values: K(n, s, j0, a). Let m = the fundamental period of the K-

pattem, and sym = a label -- described below -- for its symmetry goup. We will denote the

order of this group by [sym]. If the K-pattern is bounded, then m is defined as the number of
unit vectors comprising the pattern. If the K-pattern is of frieze 6pe (unbounded lattice pattern),

then rn is defined as the number of unit vectors which comprise a fundamental region of the

Patternlll . If both m andsJrm are known for a particular K-pattern, we will sometimes include
them in the following expanded form of the descriptive label: K(n, s, j0 ,q, rn, sym).

An obvious question is:

How do the period and symmetry of K-patterns depend on n, s, jg, and dlzJ ?

Although this question has not yet been answered completely, a number of panial answers have

beenobtained. Thedependenceof theperiod monnandswhen j0=O,foranyintegera,is

described by a theorem which is stated in Irl. A variety of specialfamifies of K-

pattems, for which the dependence of both period and symmeury on n, s, jg, and a has been

derived, have been described by the authorl3]. For a number of other families, this dependence
has been determined empirically from the study of systematically related examples. It should not
be difficult to prove most or all of these latter results, using the same elementary methods which
were employed for the rigorously established families.

Properly scaled and centered K-patterns can be drawn rapidly with computer graphics on a
personal computer. The symmetry of the pattern can be emphasized effectively by using more

than one color to draw the pattern[4] . If a multi-colored K-pattern has any reflection
isometries, then in order that it display colorreflection symme!ry, it is necessary first to deter-
mine the precise location of each line of reflection with respect to the unit vectors comprising the
pattern. This note describes an efficient algorithm for this determinationt5l.



2. The Classification of K-patterns with Reflection Symmerry

Assume that K(n, s, j0, a) is a K-panern which contains at least one line of reflection

symmetiy. If a is odd, we will refer to such a K-pattern ut . 11'-pattern. A l('-pattern may be

either:

(a) bounded (sym = dihe&al symmetry group d;(i=1,2,.))

or O) unbounded (sym = symmeufy goup ll,which characterizes a frieze pattern generated

by two [parallel] lines of reflectionl0).

It is easy to prove that for both bounded and unbounded l('-pattems, for any sufficiently

short open chain of consecutive pattern vectors which is symmetrical by reflection in a line 0L,

there are two possible types of pattern vector configuration with respect to that line:

and

split (S) (cf. Fig. 1a),

unsplit (U) (cf.Fig. 1b).

0 0

split configuration S unsplit configuration U
(a) (b)

Fig. I
The Two Tlpes (S and U) of Pattern Vector Configuration

Associated With a Half-Line of Reflection 0L



h Fig. la, the single [undirectedJ segment defined by the unit vector u is symmetrical by re-
flection in 0L; in Fig. lb, the pair of segments defined by consecutive unit vectors v,n v is sym-

retrical by reflection in 0L. In case (a), we let

u = exp(zniL"ln)

where

Jy = jg + Ys (Y = 0,1,2,...).

In case (b), we let

v -- exp(2tsiltaln).

where

It- jo + Zs (Z =0,1,2,...).

We wish to determine lin case (a) and Zin case (b).

Q.r)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4\

Let us now define fow parity classes for bounded K'-patterns. We fint define the complexi-
ty comp of any bounded K,-panem by the relation

comp=l?1/[sym]; (2.s)
m= the fundamental period, and [sym] = the order of the dihedral symmetry group dt yrl of the

Pattern' Let us partition the set of all boun6s6I('-patterng into four disjoint parity classes, de-
fined according to whether {parity ([sym]), padry (comp)] =

{e,e} (parity class l);
{e,o} (parity class 2);

{o,e} .(parity class 3);

(r {o,o} (parity class 4).

Q.6)

What makes these classifications significant is the following empirical observation, which we
call the 'parity class conjecture,:

The two rypes of pattern'vector corfiguration wflch are associated with any pair of
consecutive lnlf-lines of reflection symmetry are completety dctermirwdby the parity
class of the pattern.



For parity classes 2 and 4, this statement is a trivial consequence of the fact that comp is odd, but

for classes 1 and 3, where comp is even, it remains unproved. The distribution of panern-vector
configurations for representative K'-patterns chosen from the four parity classes is illustrated in
Fre.2.

For parity classes 2 and4 (odd comp), the number f of consecutive panern vectors which be-

long to a single fundamental region of the reflection group of the pattern is half-integer:

f=m/(2tsyml)

= comPl2. Q.7)
(fhe reason for the 2 in ttre denominator of Eq. 2.7 is that the total number of half-lines of reflec-

tion = 2[sym].) From this half-integer propcrty of t it follows easily that the pair of pauern-

vector configurations associated with two consecutive half-lines of reflection must be of 'mixed'

type SU (or -- equivalently -- US).

For parity classes I and 3 (even comp), /is also given by Eq. 2.7, but/is now integer-val-

ued. For pariry class I , only patterns of type (IU are found, whereas for pariry class 3, only SS

patterns occur. Although the author has been unable to prove that no SS panerns belong to par-

ity class l, and that no UU patterns belong to parity class 3, the experimental evidence support-

ing these propositions is very strong. We will assume here that both propositions are tnre. They
are made even more plausible by the observed behavior of frieze patterns, which we consider
next.

Consider the case of unbounded K'-patterns -- frieze patterns with sym = lL. When we de-

fined the complexity of a bounded Kr-pattern, we chose to let cump = rl2 / [sym] (Eq. 2.5).

Equivalently, we could have defined comp to be equal to

(a) twice the number /of consecutive pattem vectors associated with a frrndamental region
of the reflection group of the pattern, or

(b) the number of consecutive pattern voctors associated with a fundamental regron of the

rotation group of the pattern. For unboun6e6 l('-patterns, the application of definition (a) lcads

to the result

COlllP = 111, (2.8)

suggesting (cf. Eq. 2.5) that we define [sym] = I for unbounded ('-partems (patterns for which



K'(80,6,1,3): (e,e),

td+)

X'(80,6,1,3): (e,eI Iru (class 1)

UU (class 1)

Kt (26,2,!,3)z

K'.(26,2,1,3):

xr(10r1,1r3):(.,o), su tcris8 2)

X' (30,2,1,3) : 1o,o; SU lclaiEl

K'(10,1,1,3): (e,o), SU (class 2)
Idzl

Xr (12,1,1,3) ! 1o,e1 SS lcfaEE$
K'(12,1,1,3): (o,e), SS (class 3)

{d: }
K'(30,2,1,3): (o,o), SU (class 4)

{dr}

Kr(16,3,LrS1 :1r,r@

K'(16,3,1,5): (iL,e), SS (class 3)
{n-}

(L, o)

0L,o),
tn-)

, SU (class 4)

SU (class 4)

Fig. 2 Exaniples of K'-patterns belonging to the four parity classes



slrlr = L)' r we substitute translation for rotartonin definition (b), we again obtain co[rp = 6.
(A frieze paftern may be regarded, after all, as a pattern with rotation symmetry of infinite order.)

Now that we have decided, on the basis of these heuristic arguments, to define [symJ = I for
K'-patterns with L symmetry' we conclude that lL patterns with even complexity are properly
classified as (o,e) and therefore belong to pariry class 3, while iL patterns with odd complexity
are properly classified as (o,o) and therefore belong to parity class 4. These assignments are also
panly justified by the empirical observation that unbounded K-patterns of parity class (o,e) are
invariably found to be of type ss, like their finite analogs. As in the case of bounded 6'-pat-
terns' no a priori reason has so far been discovered for ruling out the possibility of unbounded
(o'e) K'-patterns of type uu. The examples of unbounded (o,o) K'-patterns, on the other hand,
ate necessarily of type SU, like their finite analogs (and for the same reason: the number of con-
secutive paftern vectors in a fundamental region of the reflection group of the pattern is half-inte-
ger).

From Fig. 3, it is evident that the existence of a solution to the congruence

(L-js)" - Ao = L" - 1A+is)o (mod n),

where
(3.1)

a = odd integer

j = 0,I,2,....,comp/2

1= ig + Ys (y4,l,Z,...,comp/2)

is the necessary and sufficient condition for a Klpattern of parity class 2,3, or4 to have reflec_
tion symmetry (since at least one configuration of rype s must occur in every such pattern).

I



angle A = +l@ - is)" - L" I(mod n)

angleB = *t^o - ()r+is)o] ( mod n)

,'\n,-Jj-ar
)'-is --/ / M

L+js

Fig. 3 Pattern Vectors for the Set of Arguments

..., h- js,.l,-(7-1)s,..., ).-s, A., L+s,..., h+Q-l)s,}.+js,...

Type S Configuration

If a solution for Congruence 3.1 is sought in a linear search through the set of values

7 = io + rs (r = 0,1,2,...,comp12),then the worst case time complexity is o(z rog2 a).

(Max(comP) = z, and using an optimal algorithm for computing d-power residues, the time is

proportional to log2 q.) A considerable simplification results if we cancel terms in Congruence

3.1, obtaining:

(^)

0



Now if we ret r- s"dlg),W),..., (ol)l we find that

2ysz)'=0(modn)

is a sufficient condition for congruencei.2. It is known that

T=a

if q, = an inrcger power of an odd prime, and

T=l
otherwise.

Substitutin g A = jo+ Is in Congmence 3.3 yields

2ys3 Y = -2ys2 jo (mod n)

A solution of Congruence 3.4 exists iff

l2y s3, nl I (-2y sz iol It).

Finding a solution for 2 requires the testing of Congruence 3.4 by means of a linear search

through the set of values f = {0,1,2,...,comp/21, but the worst case time complexity is now only

o(n/, and with a smaller constant than in the o(n log2a) case of congnrence 3.1.

pot ('-patterns belonging to parity class 2, 3, or 4, if the parameterr z, s,;g , and a are cho-
sen at random, it is found that Congruence3.4 usually provides a solution to the problem of color
symmetry. For the rare examples for which Congruence 3.4 has no solution[7], a solution of the

original polynomial Congruence 3.1 can of course always be found by a linear search.

@-Dn
2

i=l

Q4,l,2,...rcompn)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)



angleA

angle B

= 2&-[0r-s)" : (r-f+l)s)d] (mod n)

=Zf;trU+i$" - t "l (mod n)

(4.r)

u.i,r{l-. !,

1t-g+t)s rt" 
I
I

Fig. 4 Pattern.Vectors for the Set of Arguments

..., lt-j s, lt- (i- I )s,..., p- s, lt, lt+ s,..., p+f - 1 )s, lt*j s,...

Tlpe U Configrration

From Fig. 4, it is evident that ttre necessary and sufficient condition gol x t('-pattern of pariry

class I to be qymmetricat by reflection is the existence of a solution of the congruence

Qt+js)" - lto = 
(,lbs)d- ft-f+l)sJd (mod n)

a = odd integer

0

I

where



j =0,1,2,...,comp|Z

F= i0 + Zs (Z = 0,1,2,...).

of course it is not necessary here to resEict the K'-pattern to parity class l; the analysis applies
also to K'-patterns of classes 2 and4, since at least one configuration of type U must occur in
every such pattern. Let

Ho= Qt+js)a + [1t-(i+t)slo - W" +@_s)T.

Then Congruence 4.1 may be written

H a= 0 (mod n).

We can expand Hoh Congnrence 4.Ztoobtain

n "=i(fl tirl' lt o-, *(-l)i gr-5;a -l - t " - et-s)o

Cancelling terms for f=0 and i=ain Congruence 4.4yields

H" = 5 (fl <rrlt Ltto-, *Gl)r1p-sya-,]

In the Appendix, we prove two lemmas which state that

Hence

(ztt-s) 1111a-i + Cl)t (r-s;"-i, (i=1,2,..., a_l).

(2tt-s) I Ho..
(4.7)

If we define

7= s.d{(?)l ,=r.r..... o.,

then

TlHo

We will now prove that

2l Ha. .

If either Jl or s is even -- i.e., if 7,5 = ee, eo, or oe -- Relation 4.9 follows irnmediately.

caseT,s = oo, Relation 4.9 follows directly from the identity

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.8)

(4.e)

For the



$)=(&) (i4,1,2,..., a) (4.10)

and from the fact that for all eight parity assignments (eee,eeo,eoe,eoo,@e, oeo, ooe, and ooo) to

!, s, t, the expressions

uto-i + (.1)t 0r-s)o-il in congruenc e 4.4. Hence s2 I Ho. From Relations 4.7,4.g,4.9, and

4.1l, it follows that

llo-i + C1)'g-5;a-i

Iti + 1-11a-t 0r-r),

have the same parity

We will now prove that

s2l Ho.

If i is even, then ./ is a divisor of each term fsl i in Congru ence 4.4,and thercfore

sor of Ho. If i is odd, s is a divisor of each term (ys) i and also of each factor

2ysz (21t-s) I Ho

and therefore that

Zysz (21t-s) = 0 (mod n)

11 = jg + 7-s (Z = 0,1,2,...)

is a sufficient condition for Congruence 4.1.

If we substitute p = j0 +Zs in Congruence 4.13, we obtain

4ys3z =2Ts2 (s-2fo) (modn).

Now let d = l4ys3,nl. Then a solution of congruence 4.14 exists iff

(4.11)

/ is a divi-

(4.t2)

(4.13)

(4.t4)

d tlTysz (s-2jo)1. 
(4.15)

hr most of the large variety of K'-patterns of parity class I which have been examined, it is



found that the divisibility relation 4.15 is satisfied. (lVhen a solution is found for z,additionat

solutions necessarily exist for z' = z + i(2ntd) (i=1,2,...d-l).) For those cases for which the

divisibility relation 4.15 is not satisfied, a solution of the polynourial congruen ce 4.lmay of
course always be found by a linear search, just as in the case of parity classes 2,3, ar 4.

In an earlier analysis of this Problemt3l, it was proved that for K'-panerns belongrng to pari-

ty classes l, 2, ot 4, rf, a= 3 or a = 5,a sufficient condition for the existence of a line of reflec-

tion symmerry (of unspecified configuration rype -- i.e., eithcrS or u) is

ys2L2p+ (comp-1) s] = 0 (mod n)

F= jo+ Zs (24,1,2,...).

Congruence 4.16 is derived from the polynomial congruence

where
[,u+(7+l)s]d -fJt+jsl" +[y+Gs-Q+I)sJd - [1t+Gs-js]a= 0 (mod z) (4.17)

G = comp - 1. (4.1S)

This congruence expresses the equality of angles A and B in Fig. 5; Rt, and R2, are half-lines of
reflection of type U, and R is a half-line of reflection of qrpe S if cornp is odd and of type U if
comp is even.

(4.16)



ot\

\r..
,.0",

{

A

R

I
.tl

I
I

I

I

\

p+js

/t+(l+1)s
p+Gs-(7+1)s

Fig.5

An incomplete analysis of the cases a = 7 and a, = gsuggests that for K,-patterns belongingto parity classes l' 2' ot 4, congruence 4.16 is quite possibly a sufficient condition for
congruence 4'17 to be satisfied for alt odd a. Alargevariety of examples provide additionalsupport for this conjecture.

A peculiarity of these syrlmery conditions is indicated by the fact that there exist 6,-pat-tems of parity class I for which a solution can be found ftom congruence 4.16, but not frrom

lli; ^ 
simple example is provided bv the K'-pattem K'(16, 6, 1, 3, g, 4), which is inustrated in



Kt (16 r6,J-r3): (e,e) UU (cfass 1)

Fig.6
The K'-pattern K'(r6, 6, r,3,g,4) of pariry class l for which congruence

4.16 -- but not 4.14 -_ provides a solution

For all of the examples so far encountered of K'-panerns which belong to pariry class 2, and
for which no solution is provided by congrue nc.e 4.l4,congruenc e 4.16clso fails to provide a
solution. tttr 6'-pattern K'(2.33.5.1 r, 3. l l, r, 7 , go, r g), which is shown in Fig. 7, is an exam_ple of such a pattern' until now, no examples have been found of K'-patterns of parity class 4 for
which a solution fails to be provided by bothc-ongruences 4.14 and 4.16.



Kt (297 o ,33 , L ,7 ) z (o , o) Su]cf aEE-Zl

Fig.7
The K'-pattern K'(2.33.5.11, 3.11, 1, 7,g0, g t of parity class 4 for which

no solution is provided'by either congruenc e 4.r4or congrue nce 4.!6



NOTES

ll]For both bounded and unbounded patterns, m is the smallest integer which satisfies

Us+ sQ+m)lo = (/o+ s)a (mod n) (A.l)
for all integer values of7. For the special case76 = 0, the following theorem can be proved easi_
ly:

t-et n --fI p,v
and i=l

s =so fir,o, ((so,pi)= l, i =1,2,..., r).
i=l

Then ifp; I a e = 1,2,...,r),

^ = ,fip,*
i=l

where p;

= V;-d,C; if vyaoi > 0,

=Q if v;-e,oi10,

and e

= 2 if n ands are both odd,

= 1 otherwise.

[2]noofs for the dependence of period and symmetry on n, s, j0,afor a

patterns will be published elsewhere.

(A.2)

(A.3)

(4.4)

(A.s)

(A.6)

(A.8)

variety of families of K-
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(Feb., 1984)

[4]rne related problem of developing an optirnal algodth& for locating a center of 2-fold rota-

tional symmetry in K-patterns which have a single such rotocenter (or, forpatterns with lattice

syrnmeEy' one such rotocenter per lattice fundamental region) has also been solved. An account

of this work will be published elsewhere.

[5ht appeats that itis almost correct to say that K-panerns with reflection symmery occur only

for odd cr. only one exception to this rule has been discovered thus far:

K(2, 1, 0,2k,2,L*) (k = 1,2,3,...).

It is illustrated in Fig. A.1.

Fig. A.1



The symmetry group lL* of the pattern shown in Fig. A.1 includes both nro [coaxial] half+urns
and two [parallel] reflections; together these isometries define a glide reflection. We conjec-
ture, without proof, that aside from the presumably small number of such exceptional degenerate
cases' which are likely to occur only when the number of unit vectors in a single fundamental re-
gion of the ranslation (or rotation) goup is small, a nccessary conditionfor a K-pattern to lave

reflection sytntnetry is tlwt q,be odd. It is easy to exhibit counterexamples which prove that this
is not also a sufficientcondition.

t6ltntt"o"rtio" t. c*rrrry. H. s. M. coxeter, John wiley & sons, N. y. (1961).

[7]mecongruence ax =b (modn)hassolutionsiff dlb; d=fa,mf. If dlb,thereareexactlyd

solutions. If -rg is a solution, then the other solutions are given by

xs+i(m/A (i =1,2,..., d-l\.



APPEI{DD(

Factoring yields

Pnlft)'

,n,l

H] .5 
L+; 

e,t,.,pr1,,.,]

Gzy i, fil,l. [:tj (- 1 ;i*r

or

'fll,'1. :=i [c,r'*, Pn d'E[{*; (21i.,

rrmma r: pr" - rt -zr12n = (21t-srur"_r|f,rffi,,:| erv, (rfl (n=t,2,3,...).

Proof: The I. h. s. of Ll.I can be written

If we set the r. h. s. of Ll.2 equal to the r. h. s. of Ll.l, we obtain

-.i2n = T pn rr,,-iri 1_r) i + ett_s) rr^_rflffi ,r_I crl,_r(rf) Gr.3)

I*t x - sllr. The Ll.4 becomes

f2n.t / i
x2n = r'+tlI (rtI

f Zn-r
x2n - rr"l*Z <-r1t-,

L' J=l

p2o 'fit'\ rta-i (-s), = -H (,rl rz*tsr(-r) i - s,n

(")'".' ='5 ln I *E(4i-'y('f).Gr;i+r

(Ll.11

(Lt.z1

(LL.+1

(L1.s)

(LI.01



To prove L1.6, we need orly prove that

(a) T urr,-' ('fl = ,r,',
(Lt.*)

O) that the coefficients of all powcrs ofx < 2n nLl.6vanish idcntically.

I;1.* is a simple consequence of ttre binomiat expansion of (2 - l12n - 1. The proof of (b) is easi
ly accomplished after considering as separate cases thc csefgrcient of x and the coefficient of .ri

for2 < t S2n-1. In the first case we find

]czt^(?fl+ cr) "' (2!) =W+ cr) "']t'f)

= [Gr)i+ Gr) "'](2il

=Q.

In the second case, we obtain for the coefricient

i-l

#,.I ('z'1i-t,2''\ 
*ij(z'vi-t Wl.t-rr*r 1zt1

=[ | -rt$
I zu zt' lfi(z1i'r(?f) 

.[-(-t) ''' + Gl) ^) Wl

=Q.

Hence Ll.1 is proved.



,2n+t + (r-s122+r = (2p-s) u^Xbi)'[t .lt urr,?"itl) (n = t,2,3,...). w.r)

Proof: The l. h. s. of L2.l can be wrinen

,2n+t. 
tit 

PTtl ur^+r-i (-s) i = 1r2n+t - s2n+t + 112n+tf.t "ira-i 1-s1it=O i=O

If we set the r. h. s. of L2.2 equal to the r. h. s. of L2.l,we obtain

uzn+t - s2n+t = (ztt-s) ur" ',f*b;; r 
lt 

. 

'"i 
ei (rTtl)- f{r^;t)hl'

Factoring yields

'- (')'".' =t(' fl:iFr)'l'+ ) r-z>'('it')] -t P"i')(-u)'

l:et x - sltr. thenL2.4 becomes

a'n+t = 12n+t${ t .,i czli (zn+r)}] .'$

-r'f=r*ri'.,$ ei (zT')],' .?*(-Di (2n{r)ri+ r.

(L2.2',1

(r2.3)

;h['.!czti('i-')] ''.'

To prove L2.6,we need only prove that



(a) | *y, Czli (zn+t) = 2zn*r (r2.*)

and (b) that the coefficients of all powers of x < 2n + I nLz.lvanish identically. L2.* is a
simple consequence of the binomial expansion of (-2+ l)2n+t - -1. The proof of (b) is
easily accomplished if we consider as separate cases the coefficient of ./ 1i.e., the case i = 0) and

the coefficient of xifor I S i S2n. In the first case, we find

-z tb + (2)t ('t.t)]ro + (-t) o (26+1)ro + r

=_[l+l]+l+l

=Q.

In the second case, we obtain for the coefficient

r[, . $ e1i(zn+rf ] +1,* ! crr, (r^;r\+ cr) i (zn+r)2,L ft \-/t/ l)iL-ftt-'l't i-

ili Gzvi(zn+rt] ;[i GD,('T.) *ur,,(rT')] +c,) ,(znyr)

= [-Gt)i+ G1) ,] (2,irl

=Q.

Hence L2.1 is proved.



SOME DUMPLES OF K-PATTERNS
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